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Internal and external technologies  
 
 Technologies related to electronic devices (ED) are 
often called electronics technologies (ET). This group 
consists of ET, which are used in devices and in the 
processes associated with their applications, also device 
manufacture ET and control ET. In short way the first two 
types can be called as endotechnologies (ENT) and 
exotechnologies (EKT). Both these technologies are 
interrelated. The features of one determine the structures, 
processes, efficiency indexes and other parameters of the 
other. In most cases the flexible ET can be created only by 
assuring the flexibility of ENT and EKT. Specific 
objectives, structurization  principles, complexes of used 
measures, operation algorithms are characteristic to each of 
them, therefore they can be also characterized by specific 
factors influencing operation efficiency, efficiency indexes 
and their levels. Still, when designing, optimizing and 
exploiting the flexible ET (ENT and EKT) and when 
increasing their efficiency, the general principles (in some 
cases even methods) of synthesis and analysis can be 
applied.  When synthesizing the structures of the flexible 
ENT and EKT, the frame creation and control methods can 
be used. When analyzing the operation efficiency, general 
algorithm quality evaluation methods can be used. 
Common fundamentals of analysis of informational 
processes of ENT and EKT are widely applicable. Let’s 
consider the peculiarities and the efficiency of ENT.  
 
ENT features 
 
 Main feature of ENT is that all of them are 
implemented almost exclusively by using the processes of 
electronics [1] – electronic processes in vacuum, gases, 
liquid and solid bodies and in plasma, also in junctions of 
materials. Mostly these are concentrated, high-performance 
and relatively more determined technologies compare to 
EKT. Their operation efficiency is highly influenced by the 
features of ED. Considerably less influence (compare to 
EKT) to them is made by human operator. Several laws of 
evolution are dominant in them: constant change; complex 
expansion; organizational stability; structural (logical) 
cognition; increase of artificial intelligence and others.  

Considering the tasks assigned to them, the ENT are 
divided into: informational; designed to perform operation 
tasks of various objects; and control technologies. Main 
features, common to all ENT (excluding features of 
functional purpose) are: adaptivity; flexibility; expedience; 
optimality; reliability (efficiency); persistence [2] and 
others. Most of these features are determined by several 
factors, including ENT components: unification level; 
modularity; intercompatibility (of structures, functions, 
interfaces, flows of information); integrality; level of 
automation; degree of intellectualization and others. This is 
attributable to all main levels of ENT: macro and micro 
structures; information networks; operation algorithms; 
programs; decision making models, etc.  
 
ENT efficiency evaluation 
 

Considering the laws of ENT evolution, the 
performance of technology component, performing some 
certain task and for which earlier indicated features and 
groups of factors which determine them, are characteristic, 
is determined by all the combinations presented in Fig. 1.  
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Fig. 1. The composition of ENT components and its control 
measures  

 If we considered, that the technical part of ED will be 
operational, when all its technical components will be 
operational, then the probability of such occurrence at any 
time t can be expressed as 

 ( )ttFtKtftP ijaiipE )},({)},({)},({)( λ= ; (1) 
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here )(tiλ  and )(tKai  − the failure intensity of the i-th 
component and the coefficient of the average load; )(tFij  

− the value of parameter of j-th external impact onto the i-
th component. 

When ED is repairable, then the probability, that it 
will operate for a time period 0t beginning from any time t, 
will be 
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here }{ ⋅⋅p  − the probability of the event, indicated in the 

brackets; )( jT  − output of the ED from the (j-1)-th till the 
j-th failure; )( jξ  − the duration of ED repair after the j-
failure. 
 The probabilities of readiness of other technical 
measures (for control of purpose functions, adaptation, 
flexibility and persistence assurance, and also intended for 
intellectualization) during time period from t to ( 0tt + ) can 
be calculated analogously (listed respectively): Pf

(′)(t,t+t0); 
PAD

(′)(t,t+t0); PL
(′)(t,t+t0); PA

(′)(t,t+t0) and PI
(′)(t,t+t0). General 

values of the readiness indexes of all these control 
measures will be determined not only by technical 
measures, but also by processes inside them. Therefore, 
e.g. the general readiness of control measures of purpose 
functions  

 ),(),(),( )(')('
000 tttPtttPtttP fpff +⋅+=+ ;  (3) 

here ),( 0tttPfp +  − the probability of no-failure of 
processes inside the control measures of technical purpose 
functions during time period from t to ( 0tt + ). 

ED will be ready to perform the tasks assigned to it ( 
considering its control) with the probability 

 ),(),(),( 000 tttPtttPtttP fEEF +⋅+=+ . (4) 

 Analogously, when assessing the influence of all 
PVB components, we have that 

×+⋅+=+ ),(),(),( 000 tttPtttPtttP fEEP  

 ),(),( 00 tttPtttP LAD +⋅+× .  (5) 

 All PVB measures are the systems, the efficiency of which 
can be evaluated by applying general efficiency evaluation 
methods of electronic systems (ES) [3, 4]. The persistence and 
intelligence is often characteristic to ETK and PVB. Thus 
the measures of these blocks are often influenced by the 
systems of persistence assurance and intellectualization. 
These systems alter the values of all components of the 
formula (5). 
 Let’s analyze the influence of persistence assurance 
on the efficiency of ED. 
 Assume, that ETK ED task accomplishment (at the 
first attempt) duration is 1t  (Fig. 2). 

 
0 t1 t2 t3 t0 t  

Fig. 2. The durations of repetitive task accomplishments 

 If the first attempt to accomplish the task is 
unsuccessful, the attempts are made repetitively so that 

12 tt > , but ==== ittt K32  

nt==K , then 

 110 +
−

=
it

ttn ;  (6) 

here ⋅ − the whole part of the calculated value. 
 So the ETK due to the fault of ED can get into the 

1B , 2B , ..., iB , ..., 1−nB  or nB  state (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 3. ETK states and the readiness probabilities of the blocks 
which determine these states  
 

 The probability that ETK will get into the initial state 
1B  is 011 ,=BP ; for the 2B  state − 

 ),( 12 1 tttPP EB +−= ; (7) 

for 3B  − 

 [ ×+++−⋅= ),(1 21123 tttttPPP EBB   

 ]),( 211 tttttPA +++× , (8) 

and for nB  

( )[ ×−++−++−= − 21211 231 tntttnttPPP EnBBn )(,)()(  
 ( )]2121 23 tntttnttPA )(,)( −++−++× .  (9) 
 

 The probability, that ETK ED (with the features of 
persistence) will accomplish its tasks over the time period 
from t to ( 0tt + ) is 
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however, when 1=i  

 ( ) .0,1)1(,)2( 2221 =−++−+ titttittPA  (11) 

 The persistence assurance block influence on the 
efficiency of the PVB component technical measures can 
be assessed analogously As the block of intellectualization, 
it constantly changes the values of probabilities over the 
time t: PE(t+t1+(i-2)t2,t+t1+(i-1)t2) and PA(t+t1+(i-2)t2,t+t1+ 
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+(i-1)t2), and the values of PEĮ(t,t+t0) at the same time. This 
is the topic for the additional discussion. Due to the 
influence of the persistence and the intellectualization, all 
the components indicated in the formula (5) change their 
values: ( )0tttPE +,  becomes ( )0tttPEĮ +, , etc.  
 Other part of factors determining the ETK efficiency 
consists of the attributes of its processes. Most common 
attributes of this part [5] are various operation algorithms 
and program complexes intended to implement them. The 
former and the latter are often created in the modular way. 
Possibilities of transition from each module into another 
are characterized by probabilities. Therefore the same 
models can be used in order to evaluate the efficiency. The 
Markov model is also suitable for this [3]. Task 
accomplishment probability can be taken as the main index 
for the efficiency evaluation of each algorithm or program 
complex module.  
 Some certain series of executive components 
(modules) corresponds to each task of ETK. Therefore 
ETK efficiency depends on the efficiency of the module 
series and each module (including decision making models 
implemented in them), necessary to accomplish the task, at 
that time. If at least one module will not accomplish its 
task, the possibility to continue the further task 
implementation will be lost. Such condition could be 
changed only by the persistence assurance block, which 
provides the possibilities to repeat the task performance or 
to change the structure of the algorithm (complex of 
programs) and in this manner will attempt to carry out the 
task by other way (ignoring the failed part). Naturally, in 
this case it is necessary, that such a change would have no 
influence on the performance results of the earlier 
modules, and only the changes to the frame of the failed 
module would be made.  
 The directional graph is created by using the scheme 
of the modeled algorithm, in which each i-th component of 
the algorithm is represented by the graph node ),( nGi 1= , 
and the arc between iG  and jG  represents the possible 

control transfer from iG  to jG . The possibility of this 

transfer is described by the probability ijP . The 
efficiencies of graph nodes are characterized by task 
fulfillment probability values }{ iE . 
 We will consider a case, when such graph has only 
one initial point 1G  and ending point nG  (when 
evaluating the efficiency or polygraph, this problem should 
be solved for each pair of initial and ending points, 
considering the node and arc loads) and two additional 
nodes: 0G  − task accomplishment, 0G  − failure (when 
performing the task of any i-th module). When failure 
(disturbance) arises, the transfer to the node 0G  over the 

branch 0GGi  will be made. The probability of such 
transfer is )( iE−1 . If the i-th module fully accomplished 
its tasks, the jG  task is taken over. The probability of such 

transfer is iji PE . Transfer to the node 0G  is made with 

probability nn EP =0  (Fig. 4). 
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Fig. 4. Algorithm (program complex) operation graph  
 

It is possible to form the matrix of the transfer 
probabilities (P), the elements of which ( ijP ) correspond 
to the transit of the Markov process from the i-th state into 
he j-th state. This matrix will have such form: 
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The efficiency of overall algorithm (complex of 
programs) is the probability, that all the tasks will be 
accomplished over the assigned time (e.g., 0t ) and the 
state 0G  will be reached correctly. In order to calculate 
this probability let’s analyze the matrix Q, which is 
obtained when 0G  and 0G  columns and rows (describing 
the final states) are discarded from the matrix P.  
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For each whole value of 0>k  we find kP , as the k-th 
order of P. It is obvious, that ( )jik ,P  is the probability, 
that Markov process will make the transit from the i-th 
state into the j-th state after k “steps”. Then the matrix  

 ∑
∞

=
=+++=

0

21
k

kPPPT K  (14) 

defines the transit from one state to another, when 
undefined number of “steps” is used. Assume, that S is a 
square matrix of the n-th order, so that  

 ∑
∞

=
=+++=

0

21
k

kQQQS K . (15) 

 If we assume, that [1] 

 QW −=1 , (16) 
then we have that  

 ( ) 11 1 −− −== QWS . (17) 

Then the efficiency of algorithm (complex of 
programs), when persistence assurance block does not 
operate,  
 ( ) np EnE ⋅= ,S 1 . (18) 

 In order to assess persistence assurance block 
influence on the value of pE , it is necessary to know each 
module performance durations (at the first and second 
attempts), allowable overall ETK work duration and also 
the persistence degree of each module (graph node) [2].  
 

 
Advantages of the method and directions for the 
improvement 
 

The offered ENT efficiency evaluation method is 
convenient since it is generalized and is applicable when 

assessing any of endotechnologies. It can be used to 
calculate the efficiency of informational, control and other 
endotechnologies. Other advantage of the method – it 
provides the opportunities to consider the persistence of 
separate ETK parts, intellectualization processes and other 
peculiarities when evaluating ENT efficiency. When 
continuing this research direction the intellectualization 
block influence on the ETK efficiency and dynamics 
should be analyzed more extensively. Separate research 
task consists in the evaluation of efficiency of the entire 
graph, when its separate nodes have different level of 
persistence, and the maximal allowable time (e.g., t0) for 
the accomplishment of the tasks of the entire ETK is 
limited. One more research direction can be distinguished, 
when considering a structure analogous to the graph shown 
in Fig. 4, but with several inputs, from which it is possible 
to get to different outputs {G0v}. 
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